
 

5 Great Reasons to Buy Silk Duvet 

Cover 
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There are many reasons why we should own silk duvet covers. Below is 

a list of 5 reasons.  

1. Natural Product 

Silk is much more breathable than synthetic fabrics, for silk is a 

natural product. Thus, you are able to maintain a regulated body 

temperature while sleeping. Silk is hypoallergenic. Thus, silk duvet 

cover is a great choice for allergy sufferers, for it is able to 

prevent dust mites and bacteria build up to promote a healthier 

sleep.  

2. Warm Keeping 

Placing silk fibers on top of each other until the desired weight is 

achieved forms an intricate design which regulates heat during the 

night. The silk grid allows for some heat to escape, but it still 

allows you to remain warm and comfortable throughout your sleep.  

3. Temperature Regulator 

Silk duvet cover, a natural fiber, does not conduct heat or static 

electricity. Silk duvet is able to moderate temperature based on your 

internal body, thus it is a good option for people who sleep alone or 

who sleep with a partner.  

4. Comfort and Feel 

Silk duvet cover will drape around your body without having the bulky 

or heavy feeling of down filled duvets. Sleeping with silk duvet 

cover, you will have a very comfortable feeling to it. You will have 

a great night sleep all year round if you sleep with silk duvet.  

5. Easy Maintenance 

https://www.pandasilk.com/product-category/silk-duvet-covers/


It is easy to maintain silk duvet covers, for they are mildew and 

mold resistant. Less body oils and bacterial growth stay on your 

duvet for silk duvet cover cause you to sweat less. You are able to 

maintain the quality and durability for many more years than other 

types of duvets, for you don't need to clean them frequently. 

Besides, it is easy to change your silk duvet cover. 
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